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Interviewer: All right. Washington Surgi-Clinic. 
 
Interviewee: Hi. I wanted to get some information about scheduling an 

appointment with you guys for an abortion. 
 
Interviewer: Okay. What would you like to know? 
 
Interviewee: I just wanted to find out how much it would be. I am about 25 

weeks pregnant. 
 
Interviewer: Okay. Do you have a sonogram done? 
 
Interviewee: Yes, I did have a sonogram done. I have the BPD for you. 
 
Interviewer: What was that? 
 
Interviewee: Sixty-three. 
 
Interviewer: Sixty-three MM, and when was that taken? 
 
Interviewee: That was taken – what is today? It was taken on Monday.  
 
Interviewer: Oh, okay. All right. So you are around 26 weeks now, I guess.  
 
Interviewee: Okay.  
 
Interviewer: Yeah, okay. Have you been pregnant before? 
 
Interviewee: No, this is my first pregnancy. 
 
Interviewer: This is the first pregnancy. Okay. All right. So, to have the 

procedure, then, yes, we can still do it. We can do the procedure as 
soon as tomorrow if you like. It's a three-day process. The fee to 
have the procedure done at this stage is $6,200.00. 

 
Interviewee:  Okay. And you said it was a three-day process? 
 
Interviewer: It's a three-day process, yes.  
 
Interviewee: So it'd be Thursday, Friday, and Saturday? 
 
Interviewer: Yes.  
 
Interviewee: Okay. Could you tell me what the procedure is like? 
 
Interviewer: Sure. Can you hold for one second? My phone is ringing.  
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Interviewee: Yes.  
 
Interviewer: Can you hold for one second? 
 
Interviewee: Yes.  
 
Interviewer: Thank you. Okay, what exactly you need to know, ma'am, so I can 

help you better?  
 
Interviewee: Oh, I was just wanting to know what the procedure was like. 
 
Interviewer: Well, it's a three-day process. So the way we do it is that we dilate 

the cervix two days prior to the procedure day. And then on the 
third day, we do the procedure when you are completely asleep, so 
you don't feel or hear absolutely nothing.  

 
Interviewee: Oh, okay. And let's see. So you're saying tomorrow. If I can't do it 

tomorrow, what would be the next closest? 
 
Interviewer: The next available won't be until next Tuesday, and Tuesday the 

fee is $7,200.00. 
 
Interviewee: Okay. And I could still do it? How far into the pregnancy will I be 

then on Tuesday? 
 
Interviewer: Probably 26 weeks and some days.  
 
[End of Audio] 
 


